
A hilarious romp of a book with fantastic read-aloud, rhyming text and 
spectacular illustrations. Feel free to experiment with actions and joining in! 

The illustrations are jam-packed with visual sub-plots to discover and follow on 
every page so take your time with each page and point out your favourite details. 

The storytelling space: 
Your space can make or break a session. Make sure you are in a cosy, enclosed space 
where parents or carers can sit with their children comfortably. The key thing is 
that everyone can see and hear really well. Encourage the adults to sit among the 
children and model the actions. Seeing their grown-up joining in is often a highlight 
for little ones and it really helps them to focus and follow the session. Beware of 
distractions, whether a basket of toys or an interesting chair to crawl under. 

Before you start: 
Prepare by reading the book aloud to yourself several times to get 
a feel for the rhythms and repetition. You may find putting the book 
on a music stand is easier than holding or you might want to enlist 
a volunteer to sit beside you, show the book for you and turn the 
pages. This will leave your hands free to point and do actions!

Warming up: 
It’s nice to interact with the group before you start reading. Start off with 
a strong “hello” and encourage everyone to wave and say “hello” back. 
Warm everyone up with a joining-in action song, for example 

“Heads Shoulders Knees and Toes” or “If You’re Happy and You Know It” 
before the obvious one “The Wheels on the Bus”!
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Reading the story: 
The heart of the book is the repeated chorus: “Bunnies on the bus, bunnies on the bus, no wonder there’s a fuss 

about the bunnies on the bus!” This can be sung instead of spoken which makes it even more catchy! (The tune 

“Knees up Mother Brown” is a good fit but feel free to experiment if you are musical.) Encourage everyone to 

clap along! You might want a little practice with everyone together before you start. 

Many of the lines are repeated. You can point to the audience to indicate that they need to say the line back to you.

There are lots of active moments in the text. As you prepare, find action-points which feel natural for you. Here 

are some possibilities:

“zoom” (hand pretends to be a car accelerating past)

“squeal” (hands to your mouth as if you are shouting)

“soothes” (rocking a baby)

“flying” (flap your arms like wings)

“do sit down!” (stand up and sit down)

“tooth” (point to your tooth)

“Hop” (parent bounces child on their lap)

“train” (pistons or train whistle)

Whichever actions you do, make them really big and clear, as this makes them easier to copy. 

Kids who don't like it: 
Of course all the above is very good, but no matter how brilliant 

the book or the storyteller, sometimes a child won’t respond. 

They might be over-tired, hungry or just plain grumpy! When 

this happens, it can be good to have an “out” for them. Is there a 

nearby room or hallway where a noisy child can be taken to calm 

down so their yells don’t disturb everyone else? Often they will 

quieten down in just a few minutes and they can come back in. 

(Sometimes they won’t, but hey, that’s toddlers!).

After the book: 
“Sleeping Bunnies” seems appropriate after all the excitement. 

We can imagine that the bunnies are tired after all their adventures. 

I would consider finishing with “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star” 

sung very gently and quietly as it has an almost magical 

calming effect on excited kids!
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